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Abstract
  Author details research on the new, very prospective, electrostatic Space Elevator climber based on 
a new electrostatic linear engine  previously offered at the 42nd Joint Propulsion Conference 
(AIAA-2006-5229) and published in AEAT, Vol.78, No.6, 2006, pp. 502-508. The electrostatic 
climber discussed can have any speed (and braking), the energy for climber movement is delivered 
by a lightweight high-voltage line into a Space Elevator-holding cable from Earth electric generator. 
This electric line also can be used for delivery electric energy to a Geosynchronous Space Station. 
At present, the best solution of the climber problem (announced by NASA as one important 
awarding problem of Space Elevator) is problematic. 
   Author also shows the linear electrostatic engine may be used as realistic power space launcher at 
the present time. Two projects illustrate these new devices.
   Key words: Space elevator, Electrostatic climber for space elevator, Electrostatic space launcher, 
Electrostatic accelerator. 
 *This work is presented as paper AIAA-2007-5838 for 43 Joint Propulsion Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio,
USA, 9-11 July, 2007,  
  
Introduction
General.  The aviation, space, and energy industries need revolutionary ideas which will 
significantly improve the capability of future ground, air and space vehicles. The author has offered 
a series of new ideas [1-73] contained in (a) numerous patent applications [3 -17], in (b) manuscripts 
that have been presented at the World Space Congress (WSC)-1992, 1994 [19 -22], the WSC-2002
]23 -31], and numerous Propulsion Conferences [32 -39], and (c) other articles [40 -73].
      In this article a revolutionary method and implementations for future space flights and ground 
systems are proposed. The method uses highly charged cylindrical bodies. The proposed space 
launch system creates tens of tons of thrust and accelerates space apparatus to high speeds. 
    History. In early works and patent applications (1965 - 1991), in World Space Congress-2002
and other scientific forums the author suggested a series new cable launchers, space transport
systems, space elevator, anti-gravitator, kinetic space tower, and other systems, which decrease the 
cost of space launch in thousands  times or increase the possibilities ground systems. All of them 
need in linear engine. In particular, there are: Cable Space Launcher [23-25, 40], Earth-Moon 
Transport system [29,39], Earth-Mars Transport System [30], Circle Space Launcher [31], 
Hypersonic tube gas launcher [32], Air Cable aircraft [41, 42], Non-Rocket Transport System for 
Space Elevator (Elevator climber)[36], Centrifugal Keeper [38], Asteroid Propulsion System [27, 
40], Kinetic Space Towers [43],  Long Transfer of Mechanical Energy [45], High Speed Catapult 
Aviation [52], Kinetic Anti-Gravitator [55], Electrostatic Levitation [59], AB Levitator [67] and so 
on [1]-[73] (Fig.1). Part of these works is in books [60],[73].
  The author offered an electrostatic engine [66] which can be used for every noted installation as 
driver. In this article author considers more detail the application of offered electrostatic linear
engine to the space elevator climber and to Earth space launcher (accelerator) of spaceship and 
probes. 
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Fig.1. Installations needing the linear electrostatic engine. (a) Space elevator [36]. Notation: 1 - space 
elevator, 2 - climber, 3 - geosynchronous space station, 4 - balancer of space elevator.  (b) Space cable 
launcher [23-25, 40]; (b) Circle launcher [31]; (c) Earth round cable space keeper [38]; (d) Kinetic space 
tower [43]; (e - f) Space keeper [38]; (g) (f) Cable aviation [41,42]; (g) Levitation train [59].
Description of Electrostatic Linear Climber and Launcher
  
  The linear electrostatic engine [66] (climber) for Space Elevator includes the following main parts 
(fig.2): plate (type) stator 1 (special cable of Space elevator), cylinders 3 inside having conducting 
layer (or net) (cylinder may be vacuum or inflatable film), insulator of conducting layer, chargers
(switches 6) of cable cylinders, high voltage electric current line 6, linear rotor 7. Liner rotor has 
permanent charged cylinder 4. As additional devices the engine can have a gas compaction, and 
vacuum pump [66]. 
  The cable (stator) has a strong cover 2 (it keeps tensile stress - thrust/braking) and variable 
cylindrical charges contained dielectric cover (insulator). The conducting layer is very thin and we 
neglect its weight. Cylinders of film are also very lightweight. The charges can be connected to 
high-voltage electric lines 6 linked to high-voltage device (electric generator) located on the ground.
   The electrostatic engine works in the following mode. The rotor has a stationary positive charge.
The cable has the variable positive and negative charges. These charges can be received by 
connection to the positive or negative high voltage electric line located in cable (in stator). When 
positive rotor charge is located over given stator cylinder this cylinder connected by switch to 
positive electric lines and cylinder is charged positive charge but simultaneously the next stator 
cylinder is charged by negative charge. As result the permanent positive rotor charge repels from 
given positive stator charge and attract to the next negative stator charge. This force moves linear 
rotor (driver). When positive rotor charge reaches a position over the negative stator charge that 
charge re-charges to positive charge and next cylinder is connected to the negative electric line and 
the cycle is repeated. For increasing the efficiency, the positive and negative stator charges before 
the next cycle can run down through special device and their energy is returned to the electric line.
Linear electrostatic engine can have very high efficiency.     
3    Earth constant potential generator creates a running single wave of the charges along stationary 
stator. This wave (charges) attracts (repel) the opposed (same) charges in rotor (linear driver) and 
moves (thrust or brake use) climber.  
  The space launcher works same (fig. 2d, 2e). That has a stationary stator and mobile rotor (driver). 
The stationary stator (monorail) located along the Earth's surface. Driver is connected to space-
aircraft and accelerates the aircraft to a needed speed (8 km/s and more) [23-25]. For increasing a 
thrust the driver of the space launcher can have some charges (fig. 2d) separated by enough neutral 
non charged stator cylinders.
                                
Fig. 2. Electrostatic linear engine (accelerator) for Space Elevator and Space Launcher [23 -25, 40]. (a) 
Explanation of force in electrostatic engine; (b) Two cylindrical electrostatic engine for Space Elevator 
(side view); (c) Two cylindrical electrostatic engine for Space Elevator (forward view); (d) Eight 
cylindrical electrostatic engine for Space Launcher (side view); (e) Eight cylindrical electrostatic engine 
for Space Launcher (forward view).
        Notations: 1 - plate cable of Space Elevator with inserted variable cylindrical charges; 2 - part of cable 
bearing tensile stress; 3 - insulated variable charging cylinder of stator; 4 - insulated permanent charging 
cylinder of rotor; 6 – high-voltage wires connected with Earth's generator and switch; 7 - mobile part of 
electrostatic linear engine; 8 - cable to space aircraft.
  Bottom and top parts of cable (or stator) have small different charge values. This difference creates 
a vertical electric field which supports the driver in suspended position about stator, non-contact
bearing and zero friction. The driver position about stator is controlled by electronic devices.
   Charges have cylindrical form (row of cylinders) and located inside a good dielectric having high 
disruptive voltage. The cylinders have conducting layer which allows changing the charges with 
high frequency and produces a running high-voltage wave of charges. The offered engine creates a 
large thrust (see computation below), reaches a very high (virtually unlimited) variable speed of 
driver (km/s), to change the moving of driver in opposed direction, to fix a driver in given position. 
The electrostatic engine can also operate as a high-voltage electric generator when climber (ship) is 
braking or moved by mechanical force. The Space Elevator climber (and many other mobile 
apparatus) has constant charge; the cable (stator) has running charge. The weight of electric wires is 
small because the voltage is very high (see projects).
4Theory of offered electrostatic engine (accelerator)
1. Estimation of thrust. Let us consider a single charged cylinder 3, 4, in cable (fig. 2a). The rotor 
charge 4 attracts to the opposed charges and repels from the same charges 3 located into stator. Let 
us compute the sum force acting to this single charge. 
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where Ei is electric intensity [V/m], k = 9109 is electric coefficient [N.m2/C2],  is linear charge 
[C/m],  is dielectric constant, ri is distance between centers of charges [m], Fi is force [N], q is 
charge [C], l is length of linear charge [m] (fig.2a). 
  The sum of two forces is
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hi is horizontal distances between charges (fig. 2a), m; a is radius of charged cylinders, m.
    Define the relative ratios of distances (fig.2a)
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where d is distance between center of charged cylinders of stator and rotor, m; h is distance between 
two nearest stator charges, m.
  Substitute all these values to (2) we receive
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where b is trust/brake coefficient.
  If we take distance between charged rows of stator and cable d = h =  3a (fig.2a), where a is radius
of charged cylinders, the value b is:
a) On ends of segment h the coefficient be =1/12 = 0.08333 .
b) In the middle of the segment h  the coefficient is maximum bm =2/15 = 0.13333 .
c) The average we take b =0.5(be + bm) =  0.108 .
For other ratio d, h the coefficient b is following: when d = 3a, h = 4a, the b = 0.117; when d = h =
4a, the b = 0.08125. 
  When we take the N symmetric pair stator charges the maximum force may be estimated by 
equation [66]
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  For N = i = 1 we received equation (4). That pair has maximum force. For N=100, d = 3a, h = 4a, 
the bm = 0.074, be 0.  b = 0.037, 
  The trust of linear electric engine can be tons from square meter of charged areas.  
2. Charge of one cylinder is
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3. Needed maximum voltage is
U Ed . (7)
4. Needed power is
P = FV, (8)
   where V is speed apparatus, m/s.
5. Requested average electric currency (I, A) is
5I = P/U, (9)
6. Loss of voltage (U,  V) and coefficient efficiency of electric line is
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R is electric resistance, ;  is coefficient efficiency;  is specific electric resistance, .m (take 
from table); L is length of wire, m; s is cross-section area of wire, m2. 
   Note: For elevator climber the requested cross-section area is small (<1 mm2) and the coefficient 
efficiency of electric line is good ( > 0.5) because the voltage is very large (U  15106 V) (see 
Project 1).
7. The number of main switching is
hV /2  . (11)
8. Dielectric strength of current materials.
  In our computation we used electric intensity over the electric strength of air Es  3106 V/m. That 
means the air located inside of engine between stator and cable can be ionized. That is not important 
because amount of air is small, we can extract (pump) the air from engine or fill up volume between 
stator and cable units with an appropriate dielectric liquid. We can also cover the electrode units
with a thin dielectric layer having a high-voltage dielectric strength. No this problem in outer space.      
 The data for computations are in Table 1.
Table 1. Properties of various good insulators (recalculated in metric system)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
Insulator Resistivity  Dielectric strength Dielectric Tensile strength 
Ohm-m. MV/m. Ei constant, ε kg/mm2, 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------  
Lexan 1017–1019 320–640 3   5.5
Kapton H 1019–1020 120–320 3 15.2
Kel-F 1017–1019   80–240 2–3 3.45
Mylar 1015–1016 160–640 3 13.8
Parylene 1017–1020 240–400 2–3 6.9
Polyethylene 1018–51018   40–680* 2 2.8–4.1
Poly (tetra- 1015–51019   40–280** 2 2.8–3.5
    fluoraethylene)
Air (1 atm, 1 mm gap) -        4 1     0
Vacuum (1.310–3 Pa, - 80–120 1     0
   1 mm gap)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      
*For room temperature 500 – 700 MV/m. E = 700 MV/m for t < 15 C.
** 400 – 500 MV/m.
Sources: Encyclopedia of Science & Technology (New York, 2002, Vol. 6, p. 104, p. 229, p. 231) 
and Kikoin [74], p. 321.
  Note:  Dielectric constant  can reach 4.5 - 7.5 for mica (E is up 200 MV/m), 6 -10 for glasses (E = 
40 MV/m), and 900 -3000 for special ceramics (marks are CM-1, T-900)[74] , p. 321, (E = 13 -28 
MV/m). Ferroelectrics have  up to 104 - 105. Dielectric strength appreciably depends from surface 
roughness, thickness, purity, temperature and other conditions of materials. Very clean material 
without admixture (for example, quartz) can have electric strength up 1000 MV/m. It is necessary to 
find good isolative (insulation) materials and to research conditions which increase the dielectric 
strength. 
6  9. The half-life of the charge. Let us estimate of lifetime of charged driver.  
(a) Charge in spherical ball. Let us take a very complex condition; where the unlike charges are 
separated only by an insulator (charged spherical condenser):
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where: th – half-life time, [sec]; R – insulator resistance, [Ohm]; i – electric current, [A]; U –
voltage, [V]; δ – thickness of insulator, [m]; E – electrical intensity, [V/m]; q – charge, [C]; t - time, 
[seconds]; ρ – specific resistance of insulator, [Ohm-meter, Ω.m]; a – internal radius of the ball, [m]; 
C – capacity of the ball, [C];  k = 9109 [N.m2/C2, m/F]. Last equation is result.
  Example: Let us take typical data: ρ =1019 -m, k = 9109, δ/a = 0.2, then th = 1.24107 seconds = 
144 days. 
  (b) Half-life of cylindrical tube.  The computation is same as for tubes (1 m charged cylindrical 
condenser):
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Example: Let us take typical data (polystyrene) : ρ =1018 .m, k = 9109,  = 2, then th = 2.5107
seconds = 290 days.
10. Condenser as accumulator of launch energy.
  Space launcher needs in much energy in sort time. Most researchers of the electromagnetic 
launcher offer condensers for storage of energy. Let us estimate the maximum energy which can be 
accumulated by a 1 kg of a plate electric condenser.
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where WM is energy [J/kg], QM is electric charge [C/kg], U is voltage [V], CM is value of capacitor 
[C/kg],  is specific density of dielectric [kg/m3], d is distance between plate (layers) in plate 
condenser [m].
    For  = 3, Es =3108 V/m, k = 9109 we have WM = 660 J/kg. The industry capacities have energy 
density 0.02  0.08 Wh/kg, the ultracapacity has 3  5 Wh/kg (1Wh = 3600 J). That is very small 
value. The energy of a battery is 30  40 Wh/kg, a gunpowder is about 3 MJ/kg, the energy of a 
rocket fuel is 9 MJ/kg (C + O2 = CO2). In previous works (see, for example, [25],[40], [60]) the 
author offered to use as energy accumulator the fly-wheel. The fly-wheel energy storages is 


2
1MW  , (16)
where  is safety tensile stress [N/m2] of fly-wheel material. For  = 300 kg/mm2,  = 1800 kg/m3
(it is current composite matter from artificial fibers) we have WM = 0.83105 J/kg. When we have
available composite matter composed of whiskers and nanotubes that critical value will increase 
many times.
    The other method is getting a high electric energy from impulse magneto-dynamic electric 
generator.
7Projects
Below the reader find the estimation of two projects: Climber for space elevator and Earth space AB 
launcher. The taken parameters are not optimal. Our aim to illustrate possibilities of offered systems 
and method computation.
1. Space elevator climber.
   Let us take the following data: a = 0.05 m, E = 108 V/m, l = 0.3 m, h = d = 3a,  =3. k =9109 , b
= 0.109 .
  Then the trust of two cylinder electrostatic engine (fig.2a,b,c) is [eq. (4)] 
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The charge of one cylinder is [eq. (6)]
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105.2   .
Requested voltage of electric line is U = Ed =1080.15 = 15106 V, [eq.(7)].
Requested maximum power for V = 0.5 km/s is P = FV = 5.4107 W,  [eq.(8)].
Requested currency in electric line is I = P/U = 3.6 A, [eq.(9)].
Maximum loss of voltage in electric line for double aluminum wire having length L = 36,000 km 
(up Geosynchronous Earth Orbit), cross-section areas  s = 1 mm2 ( = 2.810-6 .cm) and 
coefficient efficiency of Earth electric line [eq.(10)].
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 As you see the cross-section of wire may be small and coefficient efficiency is good for this super 
long electric line. We take a maximum length to geosynchronous orbit. That is efficiency delivery 
energy to GEO station, where a weight of climber is zero. In reality, if we take an average distance 
and the average climber weight, the loss of energy decreases in 5 times and an efficiency reaches 0.8 
 0.9.   
  The maximum number of main switching is    1.06105  1/s [eq. (11)].      
2. Earth electrostatic AB space launcher
  Let us take the following data: a = 0.1 m, E = 108 V/m, l =1 m, h = d = 3a,  =3, N = 4 (N is 
number of pair driver cylinders), b = 0.109 .
  Then the trust of the eight cylinder electrostatic engine (fig.2d,e) is [eq. (4)] 
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The charge of one cylinder is [eq. (6)]
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103.3   .
Requested voltage of the electric line is U = Ed =1080.3 = 30106 V, [eq.(7)].
Requested maximum power for V = 8 km/s is P = FV = 2.32109 W,  [eq.(8)].
Requested currency in the electric line is I = P/U = 77.3 A, [eq.(9)].
Look your attention the thrust F = 29 tons is enough for launch 10 tons space ship (acceleration is  a
= 3g) with conventional people (100  150 tourists) if the monorail has length 1100 km. The trained 
8people (cosmonauts) can keep overload 6g and needed length of track is 530 km. The payload which 
can keep overload 300g needs only the track 11 km [60].
   It is using the suggested electrostatic linear engine, we can build a cheap high productive manned 
(or unmanned) space catapults at present time. This catapult decreases a launch cost up 2 - 4 $/kg 
and allows to launch thousands tons in year. 
  That will be simpler then author's cable catapult offered in [23]-[25],[40],[60]. Nanotubes mobile 
cable and the 109 drive stations are not needed. There is only electrostatic motionless monorail-
stator (which produces a running electrostatic wave of charges) and linear permanent charged rotor 
(driver) connected by cable to a spaceship. The monorail-stator (cable) is suspended on columns (or 
in air as in [41] - [42]).
  Installation may also be used as high speed conventional tramway.
3. Other applications and estimations 
    1. Electrostatic Interplanetary Space Launcher or Ship Propulsion. Assume we want to launch 
mass M = 2 kg interplanetary probe by L = 100 m electrostatic accelerator (launcher). We use a 
thrust F = 120 tons. Then the acceleration will be a = F/M=1.2106/2 = 0.6106 m/s2, final speed V
= (2102 0.6106)0.5 =11 km/s. If we launch from space ship, the space ship receives the 
momentum MV in opposed direction.
     3. Transport cable systems (space climber) for  Earth to Moon, Earth to Mars. In [25], [29], [30],
[36], [39], [60] the author offered and researched the mechanical cable transport systems for Space 
Elevator and for Earth-Moon, Earth-Mars trips. All these systems need in high speed engine for 
moving of space vehicle. One (cable) version of the suggested transport system is noted in above 
cited works. However, the system offered in given article may be used in many structures. The cable 
is stator, the vehicle has linear rotor. The cable delivers the energy in form of running charge wave, 
the vehicle (climber) follows this running wave. The speed of running wave (vehicle) can be very 
high. The voltage is extremely big and the weight of the electric wires is small. 
  Let us to make the simplest estimation. Assume, the climber weights W = 1 ton =10,000 N and has 
speed V= 1 km/s = 1000 m/s. The power is P = WV=104103 = 107 W. For voltage U = 108 V, the 
electric currency is i = 107/108 =0.1 A. For safety currency 20 A/mm2, the need wire diameter is 
about 0.1 mm2.
   4. Suspended satellite system. In [25], [36] the author suggested a cable ring rotating around the 
Earth with motionless satellites suspended within the ring (fig.1e). The offered linear engine can be 
used as engine for compensation the air friction of cable and as non-contact bearing for suspend 
system.
   5. Electrostatic levitation train and linear engine. In [59] the author suggested the electrostatic 
levitation train (fig.1h). The offered linear engine can be used as propulsion engine for this train. In 
braking the energy of acceleration will be returned in electric line.
   6. Electrostatic rotary engine. At present time industry uses conventional low voltage electric 
engine. When we have a high voltage electric line it may be easier to use high voltage electrostatic 
rotary engine.
   7. Electrostatic levitation bearing. Some technical installations need low friction bearings. The 
mono-electrets can be used as non-contact bearing having zero mechanical friction.
   8. Electrostatic Gun System. Cannonry needs high speed shells. However, the shell speed is 
limited by gas speed into cannon.  The suggested linear electrostatic engine can be used as the high 
efficiency shells in armor-piercing cannonry having very high initial shell speed because the initial 
shell speed of linear engine does not have the speed limit (see application 1 above). That means the 
electrostatic gun can shoot thousands of kilometers.
Conclusion
9The suggested space climber is single reality high efficiency transport system for space elevator at 
present time. The electromagnetic beam transfer energy is very complex, expensive and has very 
low efficiency especially for long distance (from divergence of electromagnetic beam). The laser has
same disadvantages. The conventional electric line with conventional electric motor is very heavy 
and not acceptable for space.
   The offered electrostatic engine could find wide application in many fields of technology. That
can decrease the monetary costs of launch cost by hundreds to thousands of times.  The electrostatic 
engine needs a very high-voltage but this voltage is located in small area inside of installations and 
is not dangerous to people. Currently used technology does not have another way for reaching a high 
speed except by the use of rockets. But rockets and rocket launches are very expensive and we do 
not know ways to decrease the cost of rocket launch by hundreds to thousands of times. 
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